
FROM YOUR BLOCK SET

 For you: The cube, the 
cuboid, the brick, the 
medium prism and the 
large cylinder from the 
Block Family (with eyes)

 For your child: One each of 
the blocks listed above

 Your toy truck and a basket

 Architect’s glasses

 A low platform/stage – e.g. a 
small, upside down box

 A torch

 A pillowcase or soft bag

 A headband

20–25 minutes
However, there are many 

game possibilities so you may 
want to do this session twice.

SPOTLIGHT ON THE FAMILY

Note: You will need to decide how many blocks to introduce at once, depending on your child. These 
introductory activities could be done in two or three different sessions if you think that would be best. You could 
do the first part of this session as a ‘show’ on a ‘stage’, with an audience of teddies/dolls, like in the photo above. 
Each shape can go on stage under the spotlight and talk about itself in the first person: I’m Cube. I’m quite thick. 
Or you can do it as described here, talking in the third person – whichever you think your child would prefer.

Say: Today we are going to put a spotlight on some members of the Block Family. We are going to wear special 
architect’s glasses to help us look really carefully at the blocks and see how different each one is. Give your child 
the glasses.

Cube: Put the cube on the little platform. Shine a torch on it to help focus your child’s attention. Explain: This is a 
cube. It is quite thick. All its faces are exactly the same. No matter how you look at it – from this side, from that 
side, at the top, at the bottom – it still looks exactly the same. When you put it on the table, it stays very still; it 
doesn’t wobble at all. It is very stable. Illustrate your explanation by helping the cube 'perform’ as you speak, e.g. 
pick it up and put it down several times to illustrate how stable it is.

Now give your child a cube so they can look at the faces and touch them. Help them to say: The same square 
face, the same square face … all the faces are the same!  Ask them to put their cube into their basket. 

Brick: Remove the ‘star’ cube from the platform/stage with a flourish and replace it with a brick. Explain: This is 
Brick. Why do you think we call it a brick? That’s right, because it looks like a real brick, one of the bricks we use 
to build our houses. Is it different from the cube? What do you think? How does it look different? Listen to what 
your child says, then summarise by saying: So, we know that Brick is not as thick as Cube. Brick is all stretched 
out. Brick’s faces are not all the same. Some are long and some are short, some are wide and some are narrow. 
Look what happens when Brick stands on the table on one of its narrow faces. I’ll just touch Brick gently with my 
finger. What do you think will happen? Oh, Brick wobbles! Brick falls over! Never mind Brick, let’s put you down 
for a rest on one of your long, wide faces.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can recognise these blocks by name – cube, cuboid, brick, prism and cylinder.
Your child can identify some of the blocks by touch.
Your child can name some of the blocks.
Your child can select a block using two attributes, e.g. long, thin block.

To extend your child’s knowledge and use of mathematical language 
To introduce the main building blocks in more detail – cube, cuboid, brick, prism and 
cylinder
To develop the ability to differentiate between building blocks with reference to their 
shape, size and inherent qualities of stability and connectivity
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Now give your child a brick and ask them to run a finger over the long, wide face repeating together after you: Long and wide;
then over the short narrow face saying: Short and narrow; then over the long narrow face saying: Long and narrow. 
Have them add the brick to their basket.
Continue in the same way to introduce the cuboid, the prism and the cylinder in detail to your child. In the end, your child should have one of each of the 
five shapes in their basket.

Block Games

Play any of the following games with the cube, cuboid, brick, prism and cylinder. You use the Block Family and your child uses the shapes in their basket 
where necessary. You can swap roles wherever you feel it would be appropriate.

Can You Show Me…? Name a building block. Ask your child to take it from their basket and hold it up. When they have chosen a building block to hold up, 
show them the building block that you named and ask them to check: Is it a snap or not a snap?

What‘s My Block? Describe a building block without naming it, for example: It is tall and it doesn’t wobble when you stand it on the table. It has two square 
ends (Cuboid). When they have chosen the building block ask them to hold it up, show them the building block that you described and ask them to check: 
Is it a snap or not a snap?

One of My Blocks is Missing! Place all five of your blocks on a tray and ask your child to ‘cover their eyes’. Remove one of the blocks and say:

I put some blocks out on a tray
I told the blocks they had to stay 
(Your child’s name), open your eyes and say 
Which naughty block has run away!

Ask your child to open their eyes and tell you which ‘naughty block’ is missing.

It’s in the Bag: Place a building block in a pillowcase or soft bag without letting your child see it. Pass them the bag and ask them to tell you which block is 
in the bag without looking, just by feeling it. You can then repeat this exercise with more than one block in the bag.

Twenty Questions: Hide a block behind your back and answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to your child’s questions until they discover which block you are hiding. Give 
them some examples of yes/no questions first, for example: Does it have curved surfaces? Are all its faces the same? Is it longer than a cube? Is it longer than 
a brick? Are all the edges straight? Does it have short and long faces? Does it have triangular faces?

Which block is it? Use a headband to place a card with picture of one of the building blocks on your child’s forehead. Do not let them see the card. They 
must figure out which building block is on the card by asking you questions about it.
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